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ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to investigate how large private pension funds (LPFs) may influence the financial
markets and the economy as a whole; what are the views of pension supervisors on the potential impact of
LPFs and on transmission channels through which LPFs may interact with the financial markets; as well as
what strategies and approaches the supervisors should adopt to address potential macro impacts that LPFs
may make. This paper is based on the survey on private pension supervisors of 34 IOPS member jurisdictions.
The survey results show that the pension supervisors generally agree that LPFs contribute to financial and
economic stability. The supervisors recognized that the potential channels through which shocks from distress
in LPFs may be transmitted to the financial system includes counterparty risk, investment concentration, and
stop loss/fire sale channels. The supervisors also agreed that distress in LPFs may have an adverse influence
on people’s confidence in the social system and the situation of retirees.
To effectively supervise LPFs with potentially sizable economic and social impact, it is advisable for
supervisors to regularly or occasionally analyse the macro and micro soundness of such funds. Setting clear
definitions of LPFs can be helpful in identifying the subjects of the analysis. In order to properly supervise
in macro-dimensional risks, supervisors may consider requiring that the LPFs show high standards in their
regular micro-dimensional supervisory areas such as risk management, investment, governance, internal
control, stress test and/or contingency plan. Also, a co-operation with other bodies such as the central bank
and/or the Ministry of Finance can be an option in terms of monitoring the potential impact of LPFs on
financial and economic stability.
Supervisors’ views on whether or not to identify global or domestic systemically important pension funds
are diverse and far from consensus, which calls for further study on quantitative evidence of pension funds’
contribution to financial stability.
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I. Introduction
As major institutional investors, pension funds invest a large amount of assets
on behalf of numerous pension beneficiaries and sponsors. With their fast-growing
assets resulting from the aging population and increasing life expectancy, pension
funds are becoming more important than ever in terms of their potential impact
not only on pension participants, but also on financial markets and the economy
in general. This trend leads to the consideration of the necessity of a macro
dimensional supervision on large pension funds (LPFs hereafter).
Pension funds manage almost as much wealth in assets under management as
the insurance sector. Moreover, pension funds are growing faster than any other
financial services sector. As of 2017, the total investments of private pension funds
in OECD countries were worth USD 43.7 trillion (OECD, 2018). An estimate made
by the OECD (2014) in the past assumed that pension plans accounted for 26.7% of
the total assets of the main institutional investors in OECD countries in 2013, which
was USD 92.6 trillion. The average annual growth rate of pension fund assets over
the last five years (2012-2017) was 5.7%.
Some of the largest pension funds are as large as big banks and insurance
companies in terms of assets under management. In the latest OECD 2016 Annual
Survey of Large Pension Funds (OECD, 2018), the largest 50 pension funds among
the sample range from USD 13.9 billion to USD 429.9 billion in total investments
or assets. The largest pension fund in the reporting IOPS member jurisdictions has
total assets of USD 194.1 billion as of end of 2014, which is about the same size as
the world’s 42nd largest insurance company1), and the 118th largest bank2).
There are two different dimensions that the pension supervisors have to consider
regarding large pension fund supervision. For example, distressed LPFs or even

1) http://www.relbanks.com/top-insurance-companies/world
2) http://www.relbanks.com/worlds-top-banks/assets
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their regular behaviour can cause an adverse impact on financial markets and the
overall economy. In this paper, we refer to this aspect as the ‘macro-dimension’
of supervision on LPFs. As another example, distress or inappropriate governance
of LPFs may bring harm to the well-being of many pension beneficiaries and
pension sponsors, norms of pension funds’ market conduct, and even to the orderly
operation of supervisory bodies. We refer to this second aspect as the conventional
‘micro-dimension’ of supervision of LPFs.
With the strong presence of pension funds in the economy and the large number
of related parties including pension beneficiaries, pension sponsors, investment
counterparties, and supervisors, there is no doubt that it is important for the
pension supervisors to appropriately supervise LPFs not only in traditional microdimensional perspective, but also in macro-dimensional perspective.
Pension funds provide long-term funding to corporations via investment in
stocks and bonds, and they help the capital market to be liquid by means of a
steady flow of contributions from pension beneficiaries and sponsors. Another
stabilising effect results from their steady long-term asset allocation. On the other
hand, however, pension funds could possibly act as a somewhat destabilising force
on capital markets if the pension sector in general is in its decumulation phase
because the gradual liquidation of their assets during financial turbulences may
additionally exert “fire sale” pressure. Moreover, due to their size, the distressed
behaviour of large pension funds, or sometimes even their regular behaviour, may
have a direct and/or indirect impact on the financial markets and the economy in
general via various transmission channels. With LPFs’ significance in the financial
market, concentration of risks due to their size of investments, and leading role in
the pension sector, it is high time for financial supervisors to pay more attention to
LPFs.
The aim of this paper is to investigate how LPFs may influence the financial
markets and the economy as a whole; what are the views of pension supervisors
on the potential impact of LPFs and on the mechanisms (transmission channels)
through which LPFs may interact with the financial markets; as well as what
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strategies and approaches the supervisors should adopt to address potential macro
impacts that LPFs may make.
The study is based on a survey on private pension schemes of jurisdictions
belonging to the International Organisation of Pension Supervisors (IOPS),
including occupational and personal, and mandatory and voluntary schemes. A
questionnaire was used as the main tool for collecting information on the IOPS
member jurisdictions’ practices, experiences, and views. In total, 34 jurisdictions3)
replied to the survey questionnaire.
It is worth noting that the concept of immediate bankruptcy or failure may not
be directly applicable to pension funds due to the different nature of pension funds
compared to banks or insurers,. Depletion of the capital position, which often
constitutes ‘bankruptcy’ or ‘failure’, is not easily defined in pension funds. In this
regard, we use the word ‘distress’ in this paper instead of ‘bankruptcy’ or ‘failure’
when we refer to the situation where LPFs create adverse supervisory issues.
The paper is organised as follows. We start with review on related literature and
related supervisory approaches on macro-dimension of financial supervision. Then
we review the macro-dimensional supervisory practices with regard to pension
funds, and then discuss the general views of responding IOPS supervisors on
their macro-dimension of supervision of large pension funds. Subsequently, we
analyse the opinions of pension supervisors on the impact of large pension funds
on financial system in a short-term perspective and on the economy and society in
a long-term perspective. After discussing whether it is necessary to develop special
regulatory or supervisory guidelines for the systemically important pension funds,
the last section concludes with supervisory implications.

3) Please see Appendix for the list of IOPS member that participated the survey.
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II. Related

literature and relevant supervisory
approach
1. Related literature
Discussion on macro-dimensional financial supervision started mainly in banking
sector after the recent global financial turmoil. Acharya (2009), which is one of the
early theoretical analysis on macroprudential bank regulation, demonstrates that
traditional regulation focusing on risk of individual banks would fail in presence
of negative externality and that prudential regulation should consider joint risk of
banks in addition to bank-specific risk.
Baele et al. (2011) argue that the bank regulators might face dilemma that the
probability of multiple bank failures can increase when the macroprudential
regulation makes the individual banks to diversify their risks in similar ways. They
suggest incentivising more diverse diversification among banks could promote
stability of financial system.
Arnold et al . (2012) overview various banking regulation issues to be tackled
when promoting financial stability. They discuss measurement of systemic risk,
individual institutions contribution to systemic risk, properties of the financial
cycle and procyclicality, and how these aspects were translated into the Basel III
guidelines, that is, a global regulatory framework for more resilient banks and
banking systems.
ESRB (2016) widens the focus from the banking sector to other financial sectors
by stating that risks to financial stability can originate in the banking sector
and in other parts of the financial system including pension funds, insurers
and investment funds. It argues that a more market-based financial system
underscores the need for a broader set of macroprudential instruments which
address financial stability risk beyond the banking sector.
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One of few on systemic aspects of pension funds is Beetsma et al. (2016), which
argues that pension funds exert an overall stabilising effect on financial markets
with their investment portfolio rebalancing and long term investment horizon.
However, they point out the possibility that a large pension sector or extremely
large individual pension funds pose a systemic risk. They also suggests that
absence of international regulation and supervision could make is less likely that
pension funds all react simultaneously and in the same way to shocks to financial
markets.
So far, there are not many studies on macro dimension of the pension funds’ role
to the financial market and the overall economy. To the authors’ knowledge, this
paper is the first research based on the survey of pension supervisors on the macro
dimensional pension supervision.

2. Relevant supervisory approach
From the perspective of financial stability, ‘large’ means ‘with significant
potential impact on financial stability’. Following the recent global financial turmoil,
the Financial Stability Board (FSB) and international financial supervisory bodies,
such as the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS), the International
Association of Insurance Supervisors (IAIS), and the International Organisation of
Security Commissions (IOSCO) have been trying to set internationally agreed rules
to identify global systemically important financial institutions, so called G-SIFIs.
Identification methods for G-SIFIs are agreed and implemented in the banking
and insurance sector, while the methods for non-bank and non-insurance
financial institutions were in the consultation process by the Financial Stability
Board and the International Organization of Securities Commission at the moment
of drafting this paper. In the second consultative document dated 4 March 2015,
FSB and IOSCO suggested identification frameworks for Non-Banking NonInsurance Global Systemically Important Financial Institutions (in short, NBNI
G-SIFIs) in three business sectors; finance companies, market intermediaries
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(securities broker-dealer), and investment funds. The FSB and IOSCO excluded
pension funds from the NBNI G-SIFI group arguing that, firstly, pension funds
“pose low risk to global financial stability and the wider economy due to their longterm investment perspective” and, secondly, that “pension funds are in general also
covered indirectly through contractual relationship with asset managers or use of
investment funds”.
A recent publication of the FSB acknowledges pension funds’ relatively low
systemic risk and even stabilising role by mentioning that “pension funds
generally have long-term investment horizons and make a positive contribution
to financial stability. They also generally have relatively low levels of liquidity
transformation and financial leverage” (FSB, 2017). However, in its preliminary
analysis results, the FSB also pointed out four areas of potential vulnerabilities of
pension funds. These are: potential for liquidity risk in some types of DC pension
funds (by allowing members to withdraw from or switch funds at very short
notice); reach for yield (by investing more into higher-risk credit securities and/
or alternative assets); potential build-up of leverage (by, for example, engaging
in leveraged strategies as part of liability-driven investment strategies); and use
of derivatives (to enhance returns) and longevity risks (to reduce longevity risk
exposure), which may imply a need for better management of counterparty risk
and interconnectedness in the financial system.
Although the FSB recognized the potential importance of pension funds in
the financial stability, pension funds has not been the main subjects of macro
dimensional supervision. However, considering the large stake of investment
under management of large pension funds and the speed of growth of the amount
of money, it is a high time to start discussing how to supervise the large pension
funds in the perspective of macro-dimensional supervision.
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III. Macro-dimensional

supervisory practice on
pension funds
1. Who supervises the macro-dimension of pension funds?
Among the 34 surveyed IOPS jurisdiction, twelve jurisdictions (Australia,
Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, China, Iceland, Jamaica, Macedonia, Portugal, Russia,
Uganda, and the UK) reported that there are other organisations involved in
the macro-dimensional supervision (Table 1) while the majority of the surveyed
jurisdictions (22 out of 34) have the same supervisors for the macro-dimension
and micro-dimension of pension supervision. In many cases, the central banks
and ministries of finance participate in macro-dimension supervision. In Australia
and Chile, three different organisations are involved in both the macro and microdimensions of pension supervision.

Table 1. Supervisors of macro and micro dimensions in selected jurisdictions
Macro Dimensional Supervision

Micro Dimensional Supervision

Australia

•T
 he Australian Prudential Regulation
Authority (APRA)
•T
 he Reserve Bank of Australia
•T
 he Council of Financial Regulator

•T
 he Australian Prudential Regulation Authority
(APRA)
•T
 he Australian Securities and Investments
Commission (ASIC)
•A
 ustralian Taxation Office (ATO)

Bulgaria

•
Parliament
•
Ministry of Finance

•T he Financial Supervision Commission
(FSC)

Canada

•T
 he Department of Finance (federal)
•M
 inistry of Finance for each province
•C
 anada Revenue Agency
•
Bank of Canada

•C
 anadian Association of Pension Supervisory
Authorities (CAPSA) and the regulators or
supervisor in each province
•C
 anada Revenue Agency

•S
 uperintendence of Pensions (SP)
•T
 he Central Bank of Chile

•S
 uperintendence of Pensions (SP)
•T
 echnical Investment Council (CTI)

•F
 inancial Stability Council (CEF)

•
Risk Classification Commission (CCR)

Chile
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China

Macro Dimensional Supervision

Micro Dimensional Supervision

•C
 hina Insurance Regulatory Commission (CIRC)
•M
 inistry of Human Resources and Social

•C
 hina Insurance Regulatory Commission

Security

Iceland

Jamaica

•T
 he Financial Supervisory Authority (FME)
•T
 he Bank of Iceland
•T
 he Financial Services Commission (FSC)
•T
 he Bank of Jamaica

(CIRC)
•T
 he Financial Supervisory Authority (FME)

•T
 he Financial Services Commission (FSC)

•T
 he Financial Regulatory Committee (FRC)

Macedonia

•A
 gency for Supervision of Fully Funded Pension
Insurance (MAPAS)
•The National Bank of Republic of Macedonia
•P
 ortuguese Insurance and Pension Funds

Portugal

Supervisory Authority (ASF)
•B
 ank of Portugal

Russia

•T
 he Central Bank of Russia
•M
 inistry of Labour and Social Protection

Uganda

•M
 inistry of Finance

United
Kingdom

•T
 he Pension Regulator (TPR)
•F
 inancial Conduct Authority (FCA)

•Agency for Supervision of Fully Funded
Pension Insurance (MAPAS)
•P
 ortuguese Insurance and Pension Funds
Supervisory Authority (ASF)
•T
 he Central Bank of Russia
•U
 ganda Retirement Benefits Regulatory
Authority (URBRA)
•T
 he Pension Regulator (TPR)

•B
 ank of England

Source: Authors’ survey on IOPS members.

2. How pension supervisors analyze the potential macro-impact of LPFs?
Many of the responding authorities perform financial stability analysis at the
level of the pension financial sector as a whole to assess macroeconomic impact
regularly or irregularly. Some such examples are provided below.
Six jurisdictions (Australia, Chile, Hungary, Jamaica, Mexico, and Trinidad and
Tobago) responded that they collect data and analyze pension sector on a regular
basis and assess the financial stability in terms of wider financial system including
pension sector.
•Australia: The APRA and the Reserve Bank of Australia developed Macro
Prudential Analysis and Policy in the Australian Financial Stability Framework.
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Financial stability is analysed together with other financial sectors. APRA
has a set of systems, tools and processes that monitor industry trends and
potential industry risks, including those in respect of LPFs. The key elements
of this framework include an Industry Risk Management Framework, an
Industry Analysis Team, and Industry Groups and Industry Risk Registers.
•Chile: The Superintendence of Pensions (SP) receives and analyses daily
movements and investments of all pension funds, by which it can detect
and track changes that may have effects on the economy. In addition, the
Financial Stability Council (CEF) meets every month to analyse the economic
and financial situation in the country and to identify potential external or
internal risks that could threaten the stability. In this instance, the influence
of pension funds is also analysed within the economic and financial context.
•Hungary: The influence of the pension fund sector on financial or economic
stability is analysed in every half year as a part of the Financial Stability
Report.
•Jamaica: The data on the entire pension industry is compiled quarterly and
industry-level analysis presented to the Financial Regulatory Committee (FRC).
The FRC evaluates linkages between the different regulated financial sectors
and coordinates action to address the impact of any risk exposures. The
pension supervisor, FSC, is a member of the FRC.
•Mexico: The National Commission for the Pension System (CONSAR) performs
various regular analyses and special analysis on the influence of pension funds
on financial stability.
•Trinidad and Tobago: The private occupational pension plans sector’s assets are
reviewed as part of the Central Bank of Trinidad and Tobago (CBTT)’s annual
reporting on the financial sector (investment activity, GDP growth etc.) and
financial stability. Additionally, the impact of macroeconomic conditions on the
solvency of all pension plans is reviewed and reported to the CBTT’s Board of
Directors quarterly.
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Three jurisdictions (Bulgaria, Canada, and United Kingdom) responded that they
perform analysis on pension funds’ activities, but not on a regular basis.
•Bulgaria: The economic impact of the pension funds activity is analysed on an
ad hoc basis and more at the industry level than as separate entities.
•Canada: The Bank of Canada analyses the resilience of the Canadian financial
system in its Financial System Review (FSR)4). This review sometimes includes
an analysis of the activities of large public pension plans5).
•United Kingdom: The Bank of England occasionally reports on pension fund
activity and its impact on financial stability.

IV. Supervisors’

general views on macrodimensional impact of LPFs
There are well-established beliefs among policy makers, academia, and
supervisors that pension funds contribute to financial and/or economic stability in
general. The most fundamental forces of pension funds’ stabilising effects relate to
their asset allocations and pension fund cash flows.
One of the important sources of pension funds’ contribution to the stabilisation
of financial markets is the tendency to adhere to their asset allocation targets.
Almost all of the responding jurisdictions (32 out of 34) answered that pension
funds are required to establish internal asset allocation targets (18 jurisdictions) or
are given some external asset allocation targets (nine jurisdictions), or both (five
jurisdictions). Among these, pension funds in 28 jurisdictions are monitored by
supervisors on compliance with the internal or external asset allocation targets.
4) http://www.bankofcanada.ca/publications/fsr/
5) ‘Large Canadian Public Pension Funds: A Financial System Perspective’, June 2016, Bank of Canada. (http://www.
bankofcanada.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/fsr-june2016-bedard-page.pdf
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Another important source of pension funds’ input to the stabilisation of financial
markets is the low correlation of pension fund cash flows (inflows such as pension
contributions and outflows such as benefit payments) with the market situation.
If these flows were strongly positively correlated with sensitivity to market return,
pension funds could have a destabilising effect on financial markets no matter how
hard they stick to their target asset allocation. However, if pension funds' cash
flows are persistent (i.e. not dependent on the short-term situation in the financial
markets6)) and have a low correlation with the market situation, then one might
expect that to some extent pension funds could play a role of liquidity providers
in the markets in times when many other investors would rush to reduce their
exposure to risky assets.
There are some studies that provide quantitative evidence on pension funds’
portfolio rebalancing behaviour, which suggests pension funds’ stabilizing effect.
Bikker et al. (2010) found that the Dutch pension funds rebalance around 39% of
excess equity returns each quarter, and that equity reallocation is higher after
the underperformance of equity investment than after outperformance. COVIP
(2009) shows that the Italian pension funds played a stabilising role during the
crisis by buying risky assets at a bad time. COVIP (2008) reports that, in 2008,
the Italian pension funds’ purchases of equity securities, net of sales, amounted to
approximately EUR 1.3 billion, compared with a net cash flow estimated at EUR
3.3 billion. The amount of net purchases of shares was the highest in the last
two quarters of 2008 in which, at the intensification of the crisis, managers had
found themselves in strong need of having to rebalance their portfolio to avoid a
significant deviation from the constant composition of the external benchmark.
Figure 1 shows pension funds’ contributions, benefits paid, and the difference
between contributions and benefits paid in selected OECD jurisdictions7). It can be
noticed that contributions were larger than benefits most of the time in most of
6) In the long run, the situation on financial markets can have an impact on the economic situation, which could result in
changes of contributions level and their timing (due to changes in the unemployment and salary levels).
7) All of these jurisdictions, except for Norway, are also IOPS members.
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the observed jurisdictions. This suggests the pension sector was provided with new
money to invest in the market even during the period of global financial crisis,
2008-2009. It should be noted, however, that pension funds’ capacity of liquidity
provision can be limited if a pension sector in general is in its decumulation phase
with cash outflows being larger than cash inflows.

Figure 1. Pension funds cash flows in selected OECD jurisdictions (in million USD)
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Source: OECD Global Pension Statistics and Austrian FMA (Financial Market Authority).

Confirming the general belief, pension supervisors also expressed a similar
view regarding the stabilizing role of pension funds (Table 2). According to the
responses to the questions on their assessment of the LPFs’ macroeconomic impact,
the supervisors tend to perceive that the LPFs contribute to financial and economic
stability. The average scores for these two questions were 3.8 and 3.7, respectively,
out of a possible total of 5. No jurisdiction disagreed with the statement that the
LPFs contribute to financial stability, and 19 jurisdictions agreed or strongly agreed
with the statement. Solely one jurisdiction disagreed with the statement that the
LPFs contribute to economic stability, while 19 others agreed or strongly agreed
with the statement.
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Table 2. Supervisors’ views on LPF’s macro-dimensional impact
Number of responding jurisdictions
Strongly
Disagree
(=1)

Disagree
(=2)

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree
(=3)

Agree
(=4)

Strongly
Agree
(=5)

Average

- contribute

to financial
stability

0

0

12

14

5

3.8

- contribute

to economic
stability

0

1

11

15

4

3.7

- reveal

herding
investment behaviour
that amplifies market
fluctuation

2

5

13

8

3

3.2

- contribute

to financial
instability

6

7

14

4

0

2.5

- contribute

to economic
instability

6

10

11

4

0

2.4

Large pension funds …

Note: Average is the average of score points to the statement weighed by the number of jurisdiction that gave
their scoring. (Score points: 1=strongly disagree, 2= disagree, 3= neither agree nor disagree, 4= agree, 5=
strongly agree).
Source: Authors’ survey on IOPS members.

Interestingly, there is a relatively wide split of answers to the statement that the
LPFs reveal herding investment behaviour that amplifies market fluctuation. Two
jurisdictions strongly disagreed and three others strongly agreed. This divergence
might be the result of the jurisdiction-specific experience and characteristics of
financial markets. In general, supervisors are only very mildly agreeing that the
LPFs reveal herding behaviours (average score of 3.2).
Experience from the recent global financial turmoil also supports this view. The
majority of the responding jurisdictions answered that both the LPFs and pension
funds in general did not behave pro-cyclically during the financial crisis in 2008.
Only five jurisdictions (Bulgaria, Colombia, Ireland, Israel, and Lithuania) reported
that the LPFs behaved pro-cyclically. Nine jurisdictions (Canada, Chile, Hong
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Kong China, Italy, Jamaica, Namibia, Portugal, Serbia, and Trinidad and Tobago)
replied that the LPFs did not make significant changes in their asset allocation
strategies or acted counter-cyclically. Four authorities provided experiences that
their pension sector as a whole even actively contributed to recovery from the crisis
(Bulgaria, Iceland, Romania, and Switzerland):
•Bulgaria: “Although there was a move from shares toward safer investments,
the pension funds served as a buffer during the financial crisis of 2008 instead
of being a source of any systemic risk, due to the long-term nature of their
investments.”
•Iceland: “The stock market in Iceland collapsed and positions in domestic
companies were reduced by approximately 90%. To build up equity positions,
pension funds have been the leading participants in IPOs since 2008 and hold
approximately half of listed equity shares.”
•Romania: “The pension funds started collecting contributions in 2007-2008, so
the financial crisis overlapped with the start of the accumulation period. This
allowed pension funds to invest in assets at low prices.”
•Switzerland: “The law states explicitly the possibility for a pension fund to be
temporarily underfunded (measures to exit underfunding have to be taken at
the same time). This is important to avoid a pension fund selling assets with
higher risks during a financial crisis, with negative impact on future return
and the financial sector as a whole.”
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V. Short-term

perspective: Macro-dimensional
impact of LPFs on financial system
This section presents the views of pension supervisors on how they assess the
importance of several potential channels through which shocks from the LPFs may
be transmitted to the financial system. Although supervisors in general share views
on the stabilizing role of pension funds, they still have some concerns about the
potential short-term impact of LPFs' (distressed or normal) behaviour that can be
channelled to financial markets.

1. Potential transmission channels of shocks to financial system8)
(1) Stop-loss or “fire-sale” channel
Pension fund managers may decide to sell assets that are losing value in a
distressed market in order to limit the losses. If the amount of stop-loss sale is
large enough, it can contribute to lowering the asset price even further in the
financial markets.

(2) Investment concentration channel
With similar investment objectives, investment horizons and liability
characteristics, pension funds may reveal a tendency to invest in the same or
similar investment choices, which could cause investment concentration risks.
Investment concentration can occur at different intensities, such as at security
level, firm level, conglomerate level, industry level, country level, regional level.
8) For more discussion on this issue, interested readers can be referred to, for example, Paltalidis et al . (2015) and
Aldasoro et al. (2016) for transmission channels of systemic risk in banking system, and FSB-IOPSCO (2015) for nonbank non-insurer financial institutions.
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Insufficient diversification can contribute to a weakened resilience of the financial
system. However, it is worth noting that many jurisdictions, even those with
prudent-person rules, employ various concentration limits to prevent pension
funds from taking too much exposure to this type of risk9).

(3) Forced liquidation or redemption risk channel
In some of the contract-based defined contribution pension funds, participants
are allowed to switch from one investment option to another when they wish.
Although the pension fund members with limited financial literacy tend to remain
with their default investment option (or their current managing company), in a
distressed market they may panic by exercising their option to change, which may
mean moving from a portfolio that is losing its value to more safe investments.
This, in turn, may force investment managers to liquidate a certain class of assets
only to exacerbate the price drop. As another example, in a more severe market
condition, participants may decide to take an early lump-sum benefit instead of
postponed annuity to preserve their pension asset value or to simply supplement
their reduced income.

(4) Counterparty risk channel
Pension funds often use derivatives or structured investment products to
mitigate risks or enhance returns. Pension funds may realise passive investment
via exchange traded funds (ETFs) constructed with the use of swaps. All these
investment products are generally associated with more counterparty risks because
of the lack of a centralised market. Although it is widely believed that pension
funds have limited outward linkage to the counterparty risk, still, this type of

9) See OECD Annual surveys of investment regulation of pension funds http://www.oecd.org/daf/fin/private-pensions/an
nualsurveyofinvestmentregulationofpensionfunds.htm
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risk can be a contributing factor to forced liquidation. In the case of default by
counterparties on these investment products, pension funds may not achieve their
intended risk mitigation or return enhancement, and may be forced to liquidate
uncovered positions.

(5) Foreign-exchange risk channel
If LPFs try to reduce their investment in foreign markets, or, if they decide to
migrate from risky domestic investment to risk-free foreign investment, these
attempts could cause pressure on the foreign exchange market and result in
conveying shocks from capital markets to foreign exchange markets.

(6) Security lending and/or Repo channels
Holding a large volume of securities in their portfolio, LPFs are able to engage in
the security lending market as lenders. Security lending is considered to be more
pro-cyclical because funding levels are directly related to asset values. Fire sales
of collateral securities from defaulted counterparty may cause asset prices to fall
leading to potential financial instability (FSB, 2013).

(7) Leverage risk channel
Pension funds are limited in borrowing from outside in general. However,
pension funds can be exposed to leverage risk if they invest in leveraged-embedded
products or engage in non-hedge derivatives positions, which could amplify the
adverse market movements.
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2. Supervisors’ views on potential shock transmission channels from
LPFs to financial system
Responding authorities were asked to provide their views on several statements
present in the questionnaire. Again, the range of possible responses varied from 1
– strongly disagree to 5 – strongly agree.
Among various potential transmission channels of distress from the LPFs to the
financial system, pension supervisors assessed that counterparty risk, investment
concentration, and stop-loss/fire sale channels are more plausible (average score
points of 3.6, 3.6, and 3.4, respectively). Supervisors in general perceived systemic
distress via the security lending or repo channel and leverage channel as less likely
to take place (average score points of 2.9 and 2.7, respectively; see Table 3).
Table 3. Supervisors’ views of shock transmission channels from LPFs to financial system
One possible transmission channel of distress of LPFs to the financial system is …

Number of responding jurisdictions
Strongly
Disagree
(=1)

Disagree
(=2)

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree
(=3)

Agree
(=4)

Strongly
Agree
(=5)

Average

- counterparty risk channel

2

1

7

18

3

3.6

- investment concentration

1

3

8

14

5

3.6

- stop-loss/fire sale channel

2

2

11

14

2

3.4

- foreign exchange risk channel

1

5

13

12

0

3.2

- forced liquidation channel

3

5

10

12

1

3.1

- security lending or repo channel

5

4

11

11

0

2.9

- leverage channel

7

5

10

9

0

2.7

Note: Average is the average of score points to the statement weighed by the number of jurisdictions that gave
the scoring. (Score points: 1=strongly disagree, 2= disagree, 3= neither agree nor disagree, 4= agree, 5=
strongly agree).
Source: Authors’ survey on IOPS members.
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VI. Long-term perspective: Macro-dimensional
impact of LPFs to the economy and society
1. Potential macroeconomic and social impact of LPFs
(1) Impact on economic production
Distress affecting large defined benefit (DB) pension funds may lay a substantial
contribution burden on the sponsoring companies, resulting in reduced investment
and production of the sponsor due to insufficient resources. This effect could
have a long-lasting scar on the economy if the magnitude of impact is large
enough. Distress of large defined contribution (DC) pension funds may reduce the
retirement income of many pension beneficiaries, lowering the purchasing power of
the retired and/or near-retiring generation. The trend of increasing life expectancy
also has a similar impact because the accumulated pension assets need to last over
a longer time span. This results in lower retirement income. Decreased aggregate
demand in the economy would induce less investment and less production, slowing
the economy down.

(2) Poverty of the elderly
Distressed LPFs could put a lot of pension participants into poverty after their
retirement. This, in turn, could lead to many social problems including a higher
suicide rate, a higher rate of crime, and accelerated family dissolution.

(3) Conflict of interests between generations
Distress of LPFs could put more burdens on the social security system affecting
the taxpayers, mostly the younger generation.
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(4) Losing confidence in the social system
Mutual trust is an important element of social infrastructure. This may be
damaged if many people find, due to the distress of LPFs, their retirement income
to be much less than they expected.

(5) Political instability
The impact described above, if large and prolonged enough, could eventually lead
to political instability.

2. Supervisors’

views on potential macroeconomic and social impact
of LPFs
The responding jurisdictions expressed their relatively strong agreement with the
statement that a distress of the LPFs may have an adverse influence on people’s
confidence in the social system and the situation of retirees (average score points
of 4.3 and 4.2, respectively). On the other hand, the influence of the LPFs’ distress
on the conflict of interest among generations, economic production, and political
stability were perceived to be less plausible (average score points of 3.4, 3.3, and
3.3, respectively; see Table 4).

Table 4. Supervisors’ views of the long-term and social impact of distress in LPFs
Number of responding jurisdictions
A distress of LPFs may have an
adverse influence on …

Strongly
Disagree
(=1)

Disagree
(=2)

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree
(=3)

Agree
(=4)

Strongly
Agree
(=5)

Average

- people’s confidence in the social (welfare) system

0

1

4

11

16

4.3

- situation of retirees

1

1

3

12

15

4.2

- conflict of interests between
generations

2

3

13

9

5

3.4
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- economic production (GDP)

0

9

9

10

4

3.3

- political stability

0

6

13

12

1

3.3

Note: Average is the average of score points to the statement weighed by the number of jurisdictions that gave
the score points. (Score points: 1=strongly disagree, 2= disagree, 3= neither agree nor disagree, 4=
agree, 5= strongly agree).
Source: Authors’ survey on IOPS members.

VII. Is
 it necessary to develop special supervisory
or regulatory guidelines for the systemically
important pension funds?
Following the recent global financial turmoil, the Financial Stability Board (FSB)
and international financial supervisory bodies, such as BCBS, IAIS, and IOSCO,
have been trying to set internationally agreed rules to identify global systemically
important financial institutions (G-SIFI). Identification methods for G-SIFI
are agreed and implemented in the banking and insurance sector for special
supervisory measures. The identification methods for finance companies, market
intermediaries (securities broker-dealer), and investment funds are in the process
of development by the FSB and IOSCO. Considering the collective size of pension
funds in the global financial market, it is natural to ask if it is necessary to develop
special supervisory rules for those pension funds which may be systemically
important. As already mentioned, the answer to this question should be based not
only on the size of the pension funds, but on their potential contribution to global
or local financial instability.
IOPS member supervisors were asked to provide their views on the issue. Some
divergent opinions were revealed. With regard to the question whether global
systemically important pension funds should be identified based on international
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standards and special regulatory or supervisory guidelines should applied, 13
jurisdictions agreed, seven disagreed and 10 had no definite views. When asked
about the need to identify domestic systemically important pension funds based
on domestic standards and the application of special regulatory or supervisory
guidelines for them, 15 jurisdictions responded favourably, 10 were against, and
five had no definitive views (see Table 5).

Table 5. Supervisors’

views on the need to identify and apply to systemically important
pension funds special regulatory or supervisory guidelines
Number of responding jurisdictions
Agree

Disagree

No definitive
view

Total

Global systemically important pension funds should
be identified based on international standards and
special regulatory or supervisory guidelines should
be applied to them.

15

9

10

34

Domestic systemically important pension funds
should be identified based on domestic standards
and special regulatory or supervisory guidelines
should be applied to them.

17

12

5

34

Source: Authors’ survey on IOPS members.

Here a selected representative supporting comments for identifying both global
and domestic systemically important pension funds and applying special regulatory
or supervisory guidelines:•Jamaica: Global systemically important pension funds should be identified
based on international standards, and special regulatory or supervisory
guidelines should be applied in an effort to avoid conflicts in relation to
regulatory requirements which may vary based on jurisdiction. This would
promote standard reporting, thereby enhancing the effectiveness of monitoring
and supervision from a global standpoint, and providing a holistic overview
of the impact of LPFs on financial markets. In addition, we believe that the
relevant Memoranda of Understanding would need to be in place where cross-
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border supervision will occur, especially where information-sharing will be
required. And systemically important pension funds should be identified based
on domestic standards as well because the size of a pension fund that may pose
a systemic risk will vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. Special regulatory or
supervisory guidelines should be applied to them to reduce any contagion risks
to the financial markets that could result from the collapse of a systemically
important pension fund.
Here are two selected opposing comments for identifying global and/or
domestic systemically important pension funds and applying special regulatory or
supervisory guidelines:• Chile: A risk-based supervision approach applied to regulated entities allows
the Chilean supervisor to take into account the nature, scale, complexity and
relevance of different risks associated to pension funds. Hence, no specific
regulation needs to be defined or applied to LPFs. Regulators or supervisors
should take into account potential incentives for market participants, for
example, to artificially decrease the size of the funds to avoid having to comply
with regulations. In addition, setting fixed thresholds to determine whether
a fund is large could leave out these funds that are on the margin from the
specific regulation. The development of the pension market in each country
and how important these funds are in the final pension of members should also
be considered.
•Hong Kong, China: There is little evidence of real systemic impact by the LPFs,
and the same supervisory approaches and standards should apply to large and
small funds. Supervision of the LPFs is different only in that there would be
higher public expectation around the bigger funds. This in turn would make it
more controversial to take aggressive supervisory or enforcement steps against
the LPFs.
Some jurisdictions expressed a supporting view only on identifying domestic
systemically important pension funds and applying special regulatory or
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supervisory guidelines, while giving an opposing view on identifying global
systemically important pension funds for special guidelines. Two selected comments
are as follows:•Italy: In order to develop special guidelines for globally large LPFs, a
convincing case should be made that some LPFs actually have had, or may
reasonably have, a destabilising effect on the financial system. Regarding
domestically LPFs, it depends on national circumstances. If investments are
concentrated in the domestic market and LPFs are large with regard to the
domestic capital market, identification and application of special rules to
domestically LPFs would be necessary.
•The UK: Pension systems and the design of pension funds vary considerably
between countries. Given this variation, we do not believe it would be possible
to develop meaningful international standards. We agree that systemically
important pension funds should be identified domestically. However, it is not
the case that special regulatory or supervisory guidelines are necessary. It
depends on the effectiveness of existing frameworks.
To summarize, it seems that the supervisors’ views on whether or not to identify
systemically important pension funds are diverse and far from consensus yet.
Some of the responding supervisors emphasize the diversity of pension fund
regulations, supervision and other country-specific circumstances that rather
prevent setting up any meaningful unified international supervisory or regulatory
guidelines. Another important line of argument is that pension funds do not pose
systemic risk or that some more convincing evidence that this is the case should
be collected before contemplating the introduction of international standards and/
or international guidelines for identification of global LPFs. It seems that there is
some more agreement with regard to the need for identification and monitoring of
LPFs that may be important domestically.
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VIII. Conclusion

and supervisory implication
Considering steady increase in life expectancy and more awareness of the role of
private pensions in social security systems, it is natural to expect that the pension
sector will grow and more LPFs (LPFs) will emerge, which in turn, might have
more impact than before on financial markets and the overall economy. In many
cases the LPFs are almost as sizeable as big banks and insurance companies and
have large volumes of pension members and assets.
Macro-dimensional supervision focuses on the potential adverse impact of LPFs
on financial markets and the overall economy. In some jurisdictions, central banks
and ministries of finance participate in macro-dimension supervision in addition
to pension supervisors. However, in the majority of the surveyed jurisdictions,
pension supervisors deal with both the macro- and micro-dimensions of pension
fund supervision.
Despite the substantial size of LPFs in the financial markets, the survey of
supervisory opinions confirms that responding pension supervisors generally agree
that LPFs contribute to financial and economic stability. Supervisors indicated
several potential short-term channels through which shocks from distress in LPFs
may be transmitted to the financial system. Among the potential transmission
channels, the responding pension supervisors assessed that counterparty risk,
investment concentration, and stop loss/fire sale channels are more likely than
the security lending, repo or leverage channels. In the long-term perspective,
the responding jurisdictions agreed that distress in LPFs may have an adverse
influence on people’s confidence in the social system and the situation of retirees.
On the other hand, they deemed the influence of LPFs’ distress on the conflict of
interest among generations, political stability, and economic production as less
plausible.
It is an important question for future direction of pension supervision that if
it is necessary to explicitly identify systemically important pension funds based
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on international/domestic standards and apply special regulatory or supervisory
guidelines for them. Although some divergent opinions were revealed, supervisors
tended to believe that before answering this policy question, some more evidence
on the influence of pension funds on financial markets is needed. LPFs may
mean different things in different contexts and this is one of the reasons given
by surveyed jurisdictions as to why it would be hard to come up with global
standards along the lines of other types of financial organization. Some responding
jurisdictions also emphasised the need for the supervisory approach to be based
on the same principle for all entities. There seems also to be some support for
identification and monitoring of domestically important funds. Bearing in mind
that pension funds (pension systems as a whole and LPFs in particular) can have a
macro impact, this topic deserves further investigation for quantitative evidence of
pension funds’ contribution to financial stability.
To effectively supervise LPFs with potentially sizable economic and social impact,
it is advisable for supervisors to regularly or occasionally analyse the macro and
micro soundness of such funds. Setting clear definitions (formal or informal) of
LPFs can be helpful in identifying the subjects of the analysis. It is essential to note
that even though a particular fund may not be systemically important as defined
by the FSB, such a fund can still have a significant impact on the local financial
markets. Supervisors can utilise the already existing risk-based supervision
approach in identifying and analysing pension funds with a large impact.
In order to properly supervise in macro-dimensional risks, supervisors may
consider requiring that the LPFs show high standards in their regular microdimensional supervisory areas such as risk management, investment, governance,
internal control, stress test and/or contingency plan. Also, a co-operation with
other bodies such as the central bank and/or the Ministry of Finance can be
an option in terms of monitoring the potential impact of LPFs on financial and
economic stability.
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Appendix : List of IOPS members that participated the survey

Jurisdiction

Member Supervisor

Jurisdiction

Member Supervisor

Armenia

Central Bank of Armenia

Lithuania

Bank of Lithuania

Australia
Austria
Brazil
Bulgaria
Canada
Chile
China
Colombia

Australian Prudential Regulation
Authority
Financial Market Authority
Superintendência Nacional de
Previdência Complementar
Financial Supervision Commission
Canadian Association of Pension
Supervisory Authorities
Superintendence of Pensions
China Insurance Regulatory
Commission
Superintendencia Financiera de
Colombia

Macedonia

Financial Services Commission

Mexico

CONSAR

Namibia
Portugal

Bank of Russia

Serbia

The National Bank of Serbia

Slovak
Republic

Hungary

Hungarian Central Bank

Spain

Israel

Insurance and Savings Division,
Capital Markets

Seguros e Fundos de Pensões

Russia

Schemes Authority

The Pension Authority

Supervisory Authority
Autoridade de Supervisão de

Financial Supervisory Authority

Mandatory Provident Fund

Ireland

Namibia Financial Institutions

Romania

China

The Financial Supervisory Authority

Funded Pension Insurance

Mauritius

Hong Kong,

Iceland

Agency for Supervision of Fully

Switzerland
Trinidad and
Tobago
Turkey

National Bank of Slovakia
Directorate General of Insurance
and Pension Funds
Occupational Pension Supervisory
Commission
Central Bank of Trinidad and Tobago
Undersecretariat of Treasury
Uganda Retirement Benefits

Italy

COVIP

Uganda

Jamaica

The Financial Services Commission

UK

The Pensions Regulator

Kenya

Retirement Benefits Authority

Tanzania

Social Security Regulatory Authority

Regulatory Authority
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대형 연금펀드에 대한 거시건전성 감독

박 경 국*, 다리우스 스탕코**
국문초록
본 연구에서는 34개 IOPS 회원국에 대한 서베이를 통해 대형 연금펀드가 금융시장에 어떻게 영향을 미
치는지에 대한 연금감독자들의 견해를 조사하고, 대형 연금펀드의 거시건전성 영향에 대응방안을 논의
한다. 서베이 결과 연금감독자들은 대형연금펀드가 금융안정성에 기여한다고 인식하는 것으로 나타났
다. 또한, 대형 연금펀드가 부실화될 경우 거래상대방 리스크, 투자집중, 스탑로스 및 파이어세일 등의 경
로를 통해서 금융시장에 영향을 미칠 가능성이 높고 사회보장체제에 대한 신뢰와 은퇴자의 복지에 미치
는 영향이 크다고 인식하는 것으로 나타났다. 대형 연금펀드의 거시건전성 측면을 효과적으로 감독하기
위해서는 대형 연금펀드의 정의를 명확히 하고 대형 연금펀드에 대한 정기적 또는 비정기적으로 분석을
실시할 필요가 있다. 또한 리스크관리, 투자, 내부통제, 위기상황분석, 비상계획 등 미시건전성 감독측면
에서 대형 연금펀드에 보다 높은 기준을 요구하는 것도 대형 연금펀드의 거시건전성을 강화하는 수단이
될 수 있다. 중앙은행 및 재무부와 공조체제를 구축하여 대형 연금펀드의 금융안정성에 대한 영향을 모
니터링하는 방안도 고려할 수 있다. 시스템적으로 중요한 연금펀드를 선별하여 별도의 감독기준을 부과
할 필요가 있는지에 대해서는 연금감독자들이 엇갈린 견해를 보였다. 이는 대형 연금펀드가 금융안정성
에 기여하는지 여부에 대한 정량적 연구가 필요함을 시사한다.
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